Why Use Comics for Knowledge Translation?
Purpose

This tool explains why comics can be used for knowledge
translation.

Format

This tool describes the benefits of using comics for knowledge
translation and how comics can effectively communicate
important ideas.

Audience

This tool can be used by researchers as well as general public to
use comic to communicate information effectively.

Resources

A list of references is provided at the end of the comic.

Why Use Comics for
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Illustrations by: David Lasky
Written by: Silas James and Ayla Jacob

hi, I’m desi - it’s short for
“Dissemination” - I’m going to
tell you about my favorite
tool: comics! Come on,
there’s a lot to cover!

THEY GRAB
AND HOLD YOUR
AT TENTION

Comics are novel and that can lead
to more discovery! BTW, this is my
brother, Data. You won’t always see
him but don’t worry he supports
everything I’ll tell you.

People prefer to receive information that is accompanied by images. 1
That makes comics more appealing than standalone text.

They’re
ACCESSIBLE

Pictures tell a lot of the
story; and less words means
comics can be an unexpected
shortcut to get readers
where they’re going easier.

That also means that comics
can be more accessible for
people with disease burden or
low literacy. 2, 4 Having less text
also makes translation easier!

While reading this, you’ve been
telling yourself a story. You’re
filling in the missing parts with
your imagination. Only you will
read this exact story. 8, 9

THEY
ENCOURAGE
EMPATHY

Comics
SHOW AND
TELL

Seeing images while reading
words can reinforce
understanding and create
more lasting memories.

Dual code processing can lead to mutually reinforced
comprehension and more durable recall. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

AND
USE RICH
COMMUNICATION

Comics are layered and
communicate intuitively. Without
any cues you’ve learned what to
expect in italics, and what will
be below.

I love that
comic!

Presenting information
as a story gives readers
a context to frame the
content within. 4, 10
You know all of this because you’ve unconsciously
learned our visual hierarchy. 11

Comics are appealing, 1 easy to
understand 12, 13, and remember. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
All this makes them great for patient
centered research or education…
intervention or dissemination.

THEY
CAN BE
POWERFUL
TOOLS

You’re probably
thinking about your
project, or maybe
someone to share
this comic with…

For YOUR
PROJECT

We love to talk comics!
So, drop us a line, or pass
this comic on to someone
who’d appreciate it.

Email silast@uw.edu or
info.comic@pm.me
to schedule a chat.

.

Cartoons as intervention have been shown to produce
better results than written patient education alone. 14

You can see some of
our other work here:
comics.tbi.washington.edu
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Authorship and Illustration
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Questions or feedback related to this document can be sent to:
silast@uw.edu or info.comic@pm.me
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